Avid binding of beta A amyloid peptide to its own precursor.
The senile plaque and congophilic angiopathy in brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease contain abnormal extracellular depositions. These depositions have very complex molecular structure, some elements of which have been identified. The most abundant protein in these structures is beta A amyloid peptide, which is produced by proteolytic processing of a larger protein, the amyloid precursor protein. It is not known how plaques and angiopathy are formed. Binding of proteins with the beta A peptide may be critical in this process. Using synthetic beta A peptides we show that the amyloid precursor protein found in cerebrospinal fluid binds beta A peptide with high avidity. Analysis of recombinant amyloid precursor proteins containing deletions of various domains demonstrate that the beta A peptide binds to the amino terminus of its own precursor. A model of plaque assembly is presented.